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ABSTRACT
Often product line engineering is treated similar to the
waterfall model in traditional software engineering, i.e., the
different phases (scoping, analysis, architecting,
implementation) are treated as if they could be clearly
separated and would follow each other in an ordered fashion.
However, in practice strong interactions between the
individual phases become apparent. In particular, how
implementation is done has a strong impact on economic
aspects of the project and thus how to adequately plan it.
Hence, assessing these relationships adequately in the
beginning has a strong impact on performing a product line
project right.

In this paper we present a framework that helps in exactly
this task. It captures on an abstract level the relationships
between scoping information and implementation aspects
and thus allows to quickly analyze implementation aspects
of the project. We will also discuss the application of our
framework to a specific industrial project.

Keywords
Software product line, domain engineering, scoping,
architecting, implementation

1 Introduction
Recently, the importance of an architecture-based approach
to software reuse has been recognized as being a key driver to
achieving high reuse levels. Product Line Software Engineer-
ing combines this with ideas from domain engineering [1, 2]
like the up-front analysis of commonalities and variabilities
present in the product line. A specific method forProduct
Line SoftwareEngineering is PuLSETM, an approach devel-
oped at the Fraunhofer IESE [3]. This approach provides
technologies for addressing all life cycle stages of a product
line engineering project: scoping, domain analysis, architec-
ture development, and system implementation. In this paper
we will concentrate on the approach proposed for scoping re-
use infrastructures in the context of product line engineering.
This approach is called PuLSE-Eco [4].

PuLSE-Eco is based on the idea of using the business objec-
tives in deriving the product line scope. That is, they are the
key criteria for deciding whether something should be part of
the scope or not. Thus, depending on the specific business ob-
jectives relevant to the company, the scope may vary, even
for the same line of products.

As part of our exposure to industrial projects we had to rec-
ognize that the different phases of product line development
are strongly interrelated with each other. Already during
scoping some implementation level information is needed in

order to adequately analyze the economics of the product l
project that has to be planned. This fact lead us to analy
more deeply the relationship between the general product l
situation and the implementation aspects. In this paper
present the results of this analysis.

The paper is structured as follows: in the remainder of th
section we will discuss in more detail the type of relations b
tween scoping and implementation we are looking at in th
paper. In Section 2 we will describe in some detail our fram
work. First, we will discuss in Section 2.1 the environment
factors on which we base our framework and in Section 2
the implementation aspects for which we want to derive som
information. Section 2.3 will then describe in some detail th
relationships we found. In Section 3 we will then apply th
framework to a case study and describe the insights we co
gain from this. Finally, Section 4 concludes.

1.1 Product Line Scoping
Scoping is a key step in any product line or domain engine
ing project. It determines actually which parts of the system
will be supported by reusable assets:

• If too much is supported in a reusable way, this may im
pair the overall pay-off as engineering for reuse is us
ally more expensive than single-system developmen

• If too little is supported, the situation may actually b
even more complicated, as assets that do not supp
the necessary range of variability can only be used in
subset of the required products.

This shows that it is both very important to do scoping righ
and at same time not easy to do it right.

In particular, scoping impacts the following sub-decisions:

• Should we build a product line for this particular sys
tem family?

• What functionalities to include in the domain analysis
• What functionalities should be directly supported b

the reference architecture?
(e.g., by a component of the architecture)

• For which functions should reusable lower level asse
be implemented?

Often scoping is performed to analyze whether a certain d
main should be supported in terms of a reuse infrastructu
This view is especially common with domain engineering a
proaches [1, 2, 5]. This is typically extended in a straightfo
ward manner to product lines, i.e., the union of the functio
ality of the systems is regarded as “the domain”. PuLSE-E
underlies a somewhat different concept. Domains are conc
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tual domains that describe a certain type of functionality (e.g.,
report writing, internet data transfer, etc.) several of them
may be relevant to a single system. This situation is depicted
in Figure 1.

1.2 Scoping Impacts Architecture and Implementation
As described above some important decisions for the refer-
ence architecture are already determined during scoping,
strongly influencing the range of functionality supported by
the reference architecture. While later activities may change
this scope based on additional information and better insight
gained during the latter stages, usually the basic scope will re-
main intact. Among the architecture decisions that are usually
(implicitly) made during scoping are the following:

• The functionality explicitly supported by the reference
architecture is roughly defined. This has the conse-
quence that certain functionalities, although part of the
product family, will not be explicitly supported by the
reference architecture.

• The major variabilities that are explicitly supported by
the reference architecture are identified. In particular
this entails some minimum requirements on component
interfaces (e.g., what functionality to encapsulate,
whether the absence of components needs to be han-
dled as is the case for optional features)

• Similarly, already some basic services are identified
that will be relevant to all the systems and will thus be
of general importance.

Further, some constraints are identified, which are not so ob-
vious:

• Initial assumptions about the underlying architecture
are made since they determine costs and effort esti-
mates

• An initial guess about the major architectural style can
be made as the major domain characteristics are known
(e.g., event-based architecture, layered architecture)

• Assumptions on the implementation schema need to be
made (e.g., generator, component-based, etc.) as the
economies of the product line and thus the decision on
what to support by reuse strongly depend on this (e.g.,
for generator-based implementation the up-front in-
vestment is much higher, but the costs of individual
system is lower than the nominal case).

These decisions can be made that early as they largely dep
on easy to elicit aspects of the product line like: number
systems, maturity of the domain, etc. However, while the
assumptions are assumed to be incorporated in the prod
line reference architecture, in situations where one or more
these assumptions cannot be properly or efficiently acco
modated in the reference architecture, the results of scop
must be revisited accordingly.

1.3 Architecture and Implementation Impact Scoping
While the fact that scoping has an impact on the definition
the reference architecture seems to be rather straightforw
the fact that implementation level assumptions (e.g., archit
ture) are relevant to identifying the appropriate scope is le
obvious. However, one such influence has just been illustr
ed: in order to derive the scope and the economic viability
a scope, assumptions about the implementation technol
need to be made. However, some more obvious uses of an
chitecture are:

• An existing architecture (e.g. for a single system whic
shall be expanded towards a product line) needs to
taken into account as it will influence the future arch
tecture (cf. [6]).

• Even in cases where no system architecture exists th
will be inherent assumptions in defining the features
the system and what is exactly meant by a certain fun
tionality. These include things like whether the featur
definition encompasses all the activities down to th
data base access or whether intermittent features e
that perform some pre-processing. Initial decisions a
structuring of interacting features of this type are calle
a conceptual architecture. As the conceptual architec-
ture obviously influences what scope definitions a
made, it is better to make it explicit.

• Especially for identifying the economics of the scope
it is important to make the conceptual architecture e
plicit, because an estimate on the amount of effo
needed for a feature can only be given after it has be
clarified what behaviour shall be regarded as part
this feature.

• The way the product line is supposed to be implemen
ed is very important to determining the economics
the scope definition, hence, what is the most approp
ate scope.

Figure 1. Relationship between domains and systems

domains

systems
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As described above, there are quite a few aspects that become
visible during scoping, which lead to serious constraints on
the architecture and the implementation of a software product
line. In turn, these constraints and the solutions chosen have
actually a large impact on the economics of the product line
situation and thus on how the scope should be derived. Con-
sequently, they need to be made explicit as early as possible,
just like the conceptual architecture.

In order to do so, we developed a framework that makes the
relationship between the high level aspects (e.g., business
goals), the architectural issues, and chosen implementation
method explicit. As product line development is still in its
early days and only little validated information on this rela-
tionship is documented, we could not rely as much on expe-
rience as we would have liked to. However, quite a few rela-
tions can be deduced from technological knowledge in the
field with sufficient confidence. Additionally, we have been
able to partially validate our framework in the context of an
industrial project. At this point we have to focus on this type
of information for the framework presented here. The follow-
ing benefits are expected of the framework:

• Help in performing the scoping activity right, as it al-
lows to deduce relevant information.

• Restrict (in an adequate way) the solution space for the
implementation aspects of the product line, similar to
the framework provided in [7] for architectures based
on domain characteristics.

• Support validation of existing reference architectures.
• Be a starting point for aggregating further knowledge,

as more and more lessons learned are found.
The relationships are briefly summarized in Figure 2.

1.4 Related Work
The idea that high-level inputs have important implications
for architecture and implementation decisions is not new, to
the contrary [7]. Consequently, we will not reiterate this type
of material. Instead we will concentrate on PL aspects.

Within the realm of scoping approaches we do not know at
this point of any other approach which tries to explicitly fill
the gap of determining which implementations assumptions
should be used in the scoping process. Some assessment-

based approaches to scoping like [5, 8] use criteria like ma
rity of the domain directly to assist in scoping, however, the
make the feedback loop which exists not explicit. On the ot
er hand economic models [9] usually use the implementat
characteristics we identified here in order to determine the
use project economics.

A framework for assisting an architectural style choice bas
on certain domain characteristics has been previously defin
[10] and later refined [7]. That work provides a characteriz
tion of architectural styles based on a set of features focus
on control and data issues. It also provides rules-of-thumb
architectural styles selection while considering the requir
characteristics of the architectural solution being built. vs. t
architectural styles intrinsic characteristics. Although the
work is quite useful, it addresses the construction of one-
a-kind software system architecture only. These conside
tions are also relevant for the construction of product line re
erence software architectures, but are not enough. There
many product line environmental factors that must also
considered.

Classifications of reuse approaches have existed for a wh
[11, 12]. These usually compare and contrast various a
proaches, yet fail to provide guidelines on their selection d
pending on the situation.

In this paper we provide support for architectural style sele
tion within product lines, as well as define clear guidelines f
the resolution of reuse infrastructure implementation de
sions. The underlying approach that is used for selecting
specific technology for a specific situation is similar to the s
lection of technology packages in the context of experien
factories [13].

It is important to note that architectural style choice is just o
of the issues relevant to the definition of a product line refe
ence architecture [14]. Other considerations are less depe
ant on the product line environmental factors, hence not in t
focus of this paper. These other considerations are addres
elsewhere [15, 16].

2 The Framework
In this section, we will describe the basic framework for re
lating business factors and implementation factors. No
however, that we did refrain from including all possible suc
relationships. Instead, we concentrated on those aspects
are particular to product lines, as other aspects like the re
tionship between domain aspects and architecture have b
described elsewhere [7]. Below, we will first discuss the bus
ness (or environmental) factors and the reasons for choos
these particular factors. Then, we will similarly discuss th
implementation level aspects. In a third subsection we w
then describe the relationships we found.

2.1 Environmental Factors
There are quite a few characteristics of a product line proje
that can be easily surveyed with the help of domain expe
early on with little effort and have a quite strong impact o
the technical solutions one should be aiming for. Here we w

Scoping

Domain Analysis

Implementation

Architecting

provides
constraints impacts

appropriate
decision

Figure 2. Relationship between scoping and
implementation
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describe the ones we could identify so far both from literature
[5,1], as well as by our experience and thorough study of the
topic area. Below we will discuss each of the factors we could
so far identify as being relevant. Note that the scales we pro-
pose are clearly subjective. This is not assumed to be a
problem since only the magnitude of the values is relevant.

Number of independent features
How many features relevant to distinguishing the various
members of the product line can be identified? The measure
is relative to the overall size of the functional area. Meaning
larger functional areas can also be expected to have
more features without changing the value of the measure. The
scale has the values low, medium, high (e.g., for a domain es-
timated at 100 kLoC 10 features would be low, while 100
would be high).

Structure of the product line
This captures whether variabilities among systems are domi-
nated by optionality or alternative. Usually, both of them will
exist, thus we are looking here at the predominant type of var-
iability. Scale is: optional, neutral, alternative (e.g., 20% op-
tionalities, 80% alternatives would still be captured as alter-
native).

Variation degree
What percentage of a system is expected to be covered by the
core (i.e., the overall common) part? low, medium, high (low
~ 40%, high ~80%).

Number of products
What is the number of products the product line is expected
to contain? Scale: low, medium, high (low<=5, high>=12)

Complexity of feature interactions
This describes how interrelated features are on average. Two
features are called interrelated if one modifies the behaviour
of the other (i.e., the functionality is not just the sum of the
two). This is again measured by low, medium, high.

Feature size
The size of a feature is basically the amount of code relevant
to implementing it. It is measured on a scale ranging from low
(approx. one procedure/method/object) to high (a complete
subsystem).

Performance requirements
The performance requirements (memory, run-time) are meas-
ured relative to what is not easy to provide. Thus, the per-
formance requirements are called strict, if they are expected
to be a high priority design rationale to squeeze out the re-
quired performance level. Otherwise (i.e., it is obvious that
the required performance levels can be achieved) the per-
formance requirements are called loose.

Coverage
This basically measures to what extent the potential feature
combinations will actually occur. For example, if 100 option-
al features exist then the domain contains 2100possible com-

binations; if actually only a small number of products (10
will be developed than the coverage is obviously low. Co
versely for high coverage.

Maturity/Stability
If the domains relevant to the product line are not expected
change and are well understood (e.g., as shown by standa
zation) then they can be regarded as being of high matur
stability. Scale: low, medium, high

Entry points
Three different starting situations can be distinguished for t
product line project (cf. [17]):

• Independent PL: a new product line is developed fro
scratch

• Integrating PL: product line is introduced while som
products are already under development

• Reengineering-driven PL: the core product line asse
are reengineered from legacy systems

Openendedness
This describes the range of functionality that may be releva
to the systems now and in the future (i.e., can it be expec
that the currently identified set of features will also cover fu
ture systems well or is there an expectation that future pro
uct line members may need other features?). As opposed
maturity/stability this doesn’t address the change in the fe
tures that are relevant to a domain, but with respect to the
mains that are relevant to the system family. Scale: open, n
tral, bounded.

2.2 Implementation Aspects
Similarly to our discussion of the environmental factors as i
put to the framework, we are now going to describe the a
pects we want to derive values for as results from our fram
work. So far we could identify four aspects for which recom
mendations (i.e., constraints) can be derived from the inp
factors described above.

Each of the four aspects can be seen as independent in
sense that the values for the various factors can be indepe
ently derived and used. Further, especially the values for
first three categories should be seen as describing a cont
um, within which only some extreme have been identifie
similar to the environmental factors.

2.2.1 Type of reuse infrastructure
What kind of technology should be the basis for the resulti
infrastructure construction (i.e., what is the aimed-at resul
At this point we distinguish three different categories.

Software Platform
While in the literature many different meanings are given
the termsoftware platform, we use it here explicitly to refer
to groups of assets that only address the commonalities wit
a product line, i.e., the assets contained in the software p
form will be incorporated in every product in the product line
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Product Line/Reference Architecture
As opposed to a platform a reference architecture provides
the concepts for the complete products, including also vari-
abilities.

Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
A DSL is provided that completely abstracts from all imple-
mentation details and covers all characteristics that may be
relevant to systems.

2.2.2 Variability Representation
This describes how variability is mapped to code from an im-
plementation point of view.

Pure Code
The code assets are expected to contain only code. No para-
metrization except for the selection of code components and
the run-time parameters are expected to exist.

Parametrization
In this case some compile-time parameters are expected to
exist. Conditional compilation is one approach for imple-
menting this approach.

Template
In this case, assets are more generalized and code fragments
may be reassembled in a rather sophisticated way during
compilation. Frames or aspect-oriented programming are ex-
amples of this kind of approach.

DSL
Here, the full capabilities of a language can be used to de-
scribe variabilities in the domain. (Note that opposed to the
previous section here we use DSLs not as a means to describe
the coverage, but as means to describe variability.)

2.2.3 Level of Detailedness
As [14] points out, there are many different interpretations of
what level of detail is implied by the term product line archi-
tecture. Similarly, many different interpretations can be given
to the term reuse infrastructure. Here, we simplify the discus-
sion by distinguishing only three main levels of detailedness
of the reuse infrastructure. (Below code is meant to include
also templates and parametrized code.)

Reference Architecture Description
Only a reference architecture description is developed but no
code is actually produced.

Core Code
On top of the architecture description code components to
cover the core functionality are developed.

Full Range
Here, most code components (except for system-specific
parts) are actually developed.

2.2.4 Architectural Concept
Unlike the other implementation aspects, the architectural
concept cannot be precisely defined based only on the envi-
ronmental factors described earlier. The style choice for the
overall product line reference architecture and its subsystems

depends also on external factors. The most influential ext
nal factors that must be taken into account are domain drive
pre-existing architectures of systems and/or subsystems le
cy or already under development, as well as the architectu
assumptions made while scoping was being performed.

How domain drivers impact the architectural style choice h
already been described by Mary Shaw and Paul Cleme
[10]. During the construction of a product line reference a
chitecture, just as for single system architectures, their a
proach for selecting an architectural style should always
taken into account.

Additionally, if the entry point is reengineering-driven or in
tegrating product line, pre-existing architectures or archite
tural parts do heavily influence the architectural style choic
The reason for this is twofold, the existing architecture a
ready has its own style [18], and, while using existing par
architectural mismatches must be either avoided or hand
appropriately [19].

The impacts suggested by the environmental factors d
cussed in section 2.1 will be discussed shortly.

2.3 The Relationships
Above we described both environmental factors an
implementation aspects for software product lines. Howev
as we discussed previously, there is a close relations
between the identified factors. The relationships we cou
identify so far are summarized in this section. They had to
derived mostly from our background on the subject matter
to our knowledge so far no comparable studies exi
Consequently, these relationships should be regarded
being of preliminary nature.

Each of the relationships will be described below in the for
of a prototypical situation (in terms of the environmenta
factors) in which the corresponding value for th
implementation factors should be chosen. As a real situat
will usually not correspond exactly to a certain prototypic
situation, the results may not exactly correspond to one
the prototypical results. A further discussion on how to u
the results of applying the relationships in a real situation
given in Section 3.

2.3.1 Type of reuse infrastructure

Software Platform
A software platform, especially in the sense of a platform th
supports several product lines (e.g. cellular phone, as wel
wired phones), is usually a high investment that is on
worthwhile, if a large number of products will be supporte
by it. In order for such an investment to pay off also a hig
stability and maturity of the domain is required.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: low..medium
4) Number of products: high
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: loose
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8) Coverage: low
9) Maturity/Stability: high
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Reference Architecture
Here, the idea is to get a single line of products under control.
This is worthwhile if overall variations are restricted, so that
a common architecture can be realistically provided (i.e., all
systems have a similar structure).

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: *
4) Number of products: *
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low..medium
6) Feature size: medium..high
7) Performance Requirements: *
8) Coverage: low..medium
9) Maturity/Stability: *
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

DSL
A complete coverage of all software that might be possibly
relevant to the product line is only worthwhile if the problem
domain is clearly bounded and stable and a large number of
products is expected to exist such that a positive return on in-
vestment can be expected.

1) Number of independent features: low..medium

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: medium..high
4) Number of products: high
5) Complexity of feature interactions: medium..high
6) Feature size: low..medium
7) Performance Requirements: loose
8) Coverage: medium..high
9) Maturity/Stability: medium..high
10) Entry Points: independent
11) Openendedness: bounded

2.3.2 Variability Representation

Pure Code
This is meaningful in particular if features do not have a large
impact on the implementation of other features and if only a
small subset of these combinations will actually be imple-
mented.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: opt
3) Variation degree: *
4) Number of products: *
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: *

8) Coverage: low
9) Maturity/Stability: *
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Parametrization
This allows to represent more variabilities and interaction
but has the down-side to require a higher effort and is mo
difficult to do right, which implies that the domain(s) should
be rather stable and mature.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: alt
3) Variation degree: *
4) Number of products: *
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low..medium
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: *
8) Coverage: low..medium
9) Maturity/Stability: medium..high
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Templates
This again allows for a larger degree of variation but is aga
more difficult to do and requires a larger number of system
to pay off.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: medium..high
4) Number of products: medium..high
5) Complexity of feature interactions: medium..high
6) Feature size: low..medium
7) Performance Requirements: loose
8) Coverage: medium..high
9) Maturity/Stability: medium..high
10) Entry Points: independent,

integrating
11) Openendedness: bounded

DSL
Again a larger degree of variabilities can be represented,
again also a larger effort is required. As the underlying ec
nomics are the same as in Section 2.3.1, the same situatio
characteristics apply.

2.3.3 Level of Detaildness
How much up-front investment is meaningful mainly de
pends on how strongly the systems will overlap and thus h
much of the investment can be recovered over the vario
systems. Scoping itself will then be used to refine this a-prio
expectation.

Reference Architecture Description
One will restrict oneself usually to this solution if the situa
tion is rather unclear and only few systems are expected to
cover the up-front investment.
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1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: low
4) Number of products: low
5) Complexity of feature interactions: *
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: *
8) Coverage: low
9) Maturity/Stability: medium
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Core Code
In case variability is high, thus covering all combinations will
not pay off, but the core can be expected to be sufficiently sta-
ble this approach can be assumed to be adequate.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: low..medium
4) Number of products: low..medium
5) Complexity of feature interactions: *
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: *
8) Coverage: low
9) Maturity/Stability: medium
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Full Range
If variability over the whole range of product features is suf-
ficiently stable and under control, and covered by products,
this approach can be regarded as most adequate.

1) Number of independent features: *

2) Structure of the product line: *
3) Variation degree: medium..high
4) Number of products: medium..high
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low..medium
6) Feature size: *
7) Performance Requirements: *
8) Coverage: medium
9) Maturity/Stability: medium..high
10) Entry Points: *
11) Openendedness: *

Table 1 gives a summary of the relationships we described
above.

2.3.4 Architectural Concept
Given the fact that the environmental factors cannot clearly
define directions to be considered by the reference architec-
ture while ignoring external factors (see section 2.2.4), in this
section we will simply describe how each of the environmen-
tal factors contributes to architectural decisions. The weight
given to specific factors, both environmental and external,
varies from situation to situation, depending on the major

risks and priorities at hand. Consequently, we cannot p
scribe here how the combination of differing influencing fac
tors should be dealt with. A method such as ATAM [20
should be used for resolution support.

Number of Independent Features
When the number of independent features is high, the use
layering would be recommended simply because it provid
higher levels of abstraction to facilitate reasoning.

Structure of the Product Line
Having alternatives or not has no impact in the architectu
style choice. The impact is only on making sure that the va
ious alternatives do implement the same interface and t
their underlying assumptions do not clash with the rest of t
architecture. The use of layering or abstract data types m
help by localizing considerations on various alternatives.

The existence of optional items does have a stronger archi
tural impact. Components and connectors interacting with t
optional parts must be able to handle both their presence
their absence. The best way to deal with optional architectu
items is to use styles where components are self contai
and ignore the existence of others, by assuming that requi
services will be performed somehow elsewhere. Examples
these styles are event based, blackboard, C-2, database
tric, pipe and filters, and communicating processes.

Variation Degree
If the variation degree is low, the architecture for every sy
tem instance will have to have many components and conn
tors added as being system specific. Hence, one must alre
plan for ease of component and connection addition. T
styles best suited for this purpose are event based, bla
board, C-2, database centric, pipe and filters, and commu
cating processes.

Number of Products
Integrating instance specific parts has inherent costs. Diff
ing architectural styles may provide lower instance speci
integration costs, yet higher set up costs (e.g., blackboa
The larger the number of products the product line is expe
ed to contain, the better the justification for adopting such a
chitectural styles.

Complexity of Feature Interactions
Unless this is extremely low, the styles mentioned in secti
should be avoided.

Feature Size
This factor has no architectural impact.

Performance Requirements
These are domain drivers that were considered by Shaw
Clements [10]. For considerations on this aspect please re
to their work [21].

Coverage
This factor plays only a very subjective role in the archite
tural context. If coverage is low, one must be careful not
over engineer the architectural solution.
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Maturity/Stability
A highly mature domain implies that there is a known (set of)
solution(s) to the problem. A known architectural solution
should then be used for the reference architecture (i.e., any
style that can support the solution works).

A mature domain composed of subdomains that are still
evolving can be best supported by layering or abstract data
types.

A not so mature domain implies that components will be
evolving, some extra ones be added, and existing ones re-
moved. Best solutions to this are the styles event based,
blackboard, C-2, database centric, pipe and filters, and com-
municating processes.

Entry Points
Both integrating and reengineering driven product line must
consider pre-existing assets. The best way of dealing with
pre-existing parts is by using layers, simply using the pre-ex-

isting architecture, implementing some wrapping schem
[18], and/or using instrumented connectors [21].

Openendedness
The values open and neutral imply that components will
evolving, some extra ones be added, and existing on
removed. Best solutions to this are the styles event bas
blackboard, C-2, database centric, pipe and filters, a
communicating processes.

3 Applying the Framework
In the previous section, we concentrated on a description
the relationships between the environmental factors and
implementation aspects we found. As we discussed earl
these relationships can be read both ways. They
identified in the scoping phase, but have an impact on t
implementation. On the other hand these implementati
aspects need to be taken into account already during scop
Here, we will concentrate on the first aspect and discuss h
a description of a project environment can be used to deriv

N
um

ber of definable features

S
tructure of the product line

D
egree of V

ariation

N
um

ber of P
roducts

C
om

plexity of feature interactions

F
eature size

P
erform

ance requirem
ents

C
overage

M
aturity/S

tability

E
ntry points

O
penendedness

T
ype of reuse infrastructure

R
epresentation of V

ariability

Level of D
etailedness

* * * high low * loose low * * * Plat-
form

* *

* * * * low/
med

med/
high

* low/
med

* * * Ref.
Arch.

* *

low/
med

* med/
high

high med/
high

low/
med

loose med/
high

med/
high

indep. boun
ded

DSL * *

* opt * * low * * low * * * * Code *

* alt * * low/
med

* * low/
med

med/
high

* * * Param. *

* * med/
high

med/
high

med/
high

low/
med

loose med/
high

med/
high

indep/
integr.

boun
ded

* Templ. *

low/
med

* med/
high

high med/
high

low/
med

loose med/
high

med/
high

indep. boun
ded

* DSL *

* * low low * * * low low/
med.

* * * * Arch.
Repr.

* * low/
med

low/
med

* * * low med * * * * Core
Code

* * med/
high

med/
high

low/
med

* * med med/
high

* * * * Full
Range

Table 1: Summary of the Framework Relationships
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first estimate of the implementation aspects.

The situation we discuss is derived from a real industrial
project. A brief assessment of the situation leads to the
following characterization of the product line situation:

1 Number of independent features: medium
2) Structure of the product line: opt
3) Variation degree: high
4) Number of products: low..medium
5) Complexity of feature interactions: low..medium
6) Feature size: low..medium
7) Performance Requirements: loose
8) Coverage: low
9) Maturity/Stability: medium
10) Entry Points: integration
11) Openendedness: open

As we discussed before, the domain description is not part of
this characterization, as we concentrate here on those aspects
that are specific to the product line approach, as opposed to
those that are specific to the type of systems.

3.1 Implementation Aspects
When discussing the various relationships in Section 2.3, the
aspects type of reuse infrastructure, variability
representation, and level of detailednesswere described in
terms of prototypical situations. For determining the type of
solution that is most appropriate to our example, we will use
a simple similarity measure. The solution that has the highest
similarity is then the one which is considered most
appropriate for the situation. The fact that the different
values we identified only specify specific points in a
continuum, shows up in situations were two values have a
similar rating. In these situations we assume that the “true”
value lies somewhere in-between these values.

The similarity measure we will use here is very simply
defined. We add over all attributes and divide the result by
the number of non-’*’ attributes. If a relationship says
nothing about this attribute, then the value 0 is used.
Likewise, if the value(-range) in the situation and the value (-
range) in the relationship do not overlap. If the value(-range)
in the situation is fully contained in the range determined in
the relation a 1 is added. If there is only an overlap than 0.5
is added. This approach leads to the similarity values given
in Table 2:

When we look at the results, we can make several interesting
observations. For the type of reuse infrastructure the
reference architecture has the highest value. This flows
pretty well with our initial assumptions about the product

line project, where based on the initial contacts we assum
(without the framework) that this would be appropriate.

For representing variabilitycode has by far the highest
value, with still a very high value for parametrization. Agai
this fits very well with our initial ideas about the produc
line. Additionally, the hint for parametrization — while
originally we did not look at it — is regarded as an
interesting idea that deserves more investigations, while
other options are clearly inappropriate.

With respect to the level of detailedness we can see that b
core codeand full range received similar values. This hints
at the most appropriate resolution being somewhere
between these two values. Again, this flows pretty well wi
our intuition about the project that we strive towards a rath
complete reusability of the code components, while som
components may just not be appropriate.

After having identified this information we have a goo
starting point for performing a more reliable scoping, as w
now have an informed estimate on how implementation w
be done. This is crucial, as for example, the distinctio
between domain-specific languages, templates, and p
code has a strong impact on the overall economics of
product line project. Similarly the amount of code that wi
be shared has a strong impact. While it would be possible
derive values for each of the aspects from scratch whene
the situation arises it is very helpful to use this framework
it saves much time and it allows a neutral judgement (e.g.,
the example above we would have made not always exac
these conclusions without the framework and wherever t
framework provided a different hint, it was good to deep
consider the framework proposal.

3.2 Architectural Concept

Within this same project, we are currently working toward
deriving a product line reference architecture. The fact th
the structure of their product line is predominant o
optionalities, is composed of domains with medium
maturity, and is openended, suggest that styles such as e
based, blackboard, C-2, database centric, pipe and filter,
communicating processes be considered.

Since the number of products expected to be in the prod
line is low to medium, a blackboard style is not really a
option. Based on the domain drivers we have also been a
to discard the usage of a pipe and filter style.

This product line is being built using a couple of pre-existin
systems. We are currently in the process of retrieving th
existing architectures. We already know that the over
systems are layered, but it is not yet clear which other sty

Table 2: Similarity Values for Case Study

Type of reuse infrastructure Representation of Variability Level of Detailedness

Platform
Ref.

Arch.
DSL Code Param. Templ. DSL

Arch.
Repr.

Core
Code

Full
Range

0.625 0.8222 0.6 1 0.8 0.6666 0.45 0.625 0.75 0.7
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are present where. Additionally, the decision on which parts
to reengineer, which ones to redevelop, and which ones to
incorporate as is has not yet been made.

All the factors above and the current product line
requirements will be taken into account while we apply
PuLSE-DSSA [15] and ATAM [20] to derive their reference
architecture. This clearly identifies how environmental
factors impact architectural decisions, yet also stresses that
they are only part of the process.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
Due to little existing experience in product lines, guidance
towards their key decisions is needed. In this paper, we
highlighted the fact that information elicited during scoping
also has clear impacts on architectural and implementation
decisions. We have also shown that the converse relation,
though less intuitive, also exists.

Our most important contribution here is towards defining a
framework to support the resolution of implementation and
architectural decisions based on environmental factors
elicited while scoping is performed. We have illustrated how
to use this framework with a real-life case study. This case
study showed our approach to be very appropriate, providing
a good fit and saving a substantial amount of time.

As future work we shall apply this framework to other
environments, allowing us to further validate and improve
the concepts as needed [22]. Additionally, we shall also
provide a more formal mechanism for information capture
and exchange between the scoping and architecting efforts,
as well as specify configuration management rules and
policies to be applied in this context.
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